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How do I know your app is safe? 

1.       Policies on using open source technology (sufficient user group). 
2.       CANARIE offers as a service to pen test code. 
3.       CANARIE offer insurance to users of research platform. 
4.       Hire coding security expert to go through code produced for research software. 
5.       Bug bounty for code. 
6.       Guidelines for best practices for software development practices and libraries and tools. 

a.       Segment code 
b.       API hardening 
c.       Static and dynamic analysis 

7.       Add grant money for security researchers to secure research software, allow researchers to 
focus on their research. 

8.       Dockerize code, and offer tutorials to do this and expertise online. 
9.       Grant money to dockerize your platform for deployment. 
10.   Provide docker images for development. 
11.   Automatically run static analyisis tools 
12.   Protecting from script kiddies. 
13.   Badging of apps on the research software, additional metadata, offer a bug bounty, and you can 

get insurance for. 
14.   Standard. 
15.   Security audits of developers environments in research software. 

a.       Someone you trust to come in and help and to talk to. 
16.   Security from the beginning of their architecture so security by design as part of the application 

process. 
a.       Access to a person on advice 

17.   Corporate security as a startup, no money, no guidelines. CANARIE to give general IT security 
guidance to startups as a service, provide firewall as a service, UTM, no different than DAIR. 

CANARIE: 

Build security into the architecture of the research software. 

Grants, tutorials, and images to dockerize your research software. Similar for vulnerability assessment 
tools. 

Badges for levels of security testing of the research software, offer bug bounty and then can get 
insurance. 

Provide corporate security to startup. 


